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Trimble 2022 Investor Day
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Forward-looking statements
Certain statements made in this presentation and any subsequent Q&A period are forward-looking statements, within the meaning of Section
21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and are made pursuant to the safe harbor provisions of the Securities Litigation Reform
Act of 1995. These statements include, but are not limited to, expectations about our future financial and operational results, our product
roadmaps and expectations about growth in the industry segments that we operate, and whether we obtain our science-based targets. These
forward-looking statements are subject to change, and actual results may materially differ due to certain risks and uncertainties. The Company's
results may be adversely affected if the Company is unable to market, manufacture and ship new products, obtain new customers, successfully
execute our business and growth strategy, effectively integrate new acquisitions or consummate divestitures in a timely manner. The Company's
results would also be negatively impacted by deterioration in economic conditions as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, supply chain shortages
and disruptions, competitor pricing not rising to match increasing costs, as well as general inflationary pressures, resulting in increases in costs
and reduced revenue, adverse geopolitical developments and the potential impact of volatility and conflict in the political and economic
environment, including the Russian invasion of Ukraine and its direct and indirect impact on our business, weakening in the macroeconomic
environment, foreign exchange fluctuations, the pace we transition our business model towards a subscription model, and the imposition of
barriers to international trade and other regulatory changes. Any failure to achieve predicted results could negatively impact the Company's
revenue, cash flow from operations, operating income and other financial results. The Company's financial results will also depend on a number
of other factors and risks detailed from time to time in reports filed with the SEC, including its quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its annual
report on Form 10-K. Undue reliance should not be placed on any forward-looking statement contained herein. These statements reflect the
Company's position as of the date of this release. The Company expressly disclaims any undertaking to release publicly any updates or revisions
to any statements to reflect any change in the Company's expectations or any change of events, conditions, or circumstances on which any such
statement is based.
To help our investors understand our past financial performance and our future results, as well as our performance relative to competitors, we
supplement the financial results that we provide in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, or GAAP, with non-GAAP financial
measures. The specific non-GAAP measures, which we use along with a reconciliation to the nearest comparable GAAP measures can be found
on our website at http://investor.trimble.com.
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Trimble Investor Day Agenda
All times in Mountain Time
09:00

Company Overview and Strategy, Rob Painter
Technology & Platform Strategy, Jennifer Lin
Trimble Engineering & Construction, Peter Large / Manolis Kotzabasakis
Q&A Session I

10:45

Break

10:55

Trimble Transportation, Ron Bisio
Trimble Agriculture, Darryl Matthews
Financial Overview, David Barnes
Closing Remarks, Rob Painter
Q&A Session II

12:15+
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Lunch / Product Demonstrations

Trimble Inc.
Investor Day,
September 2022
Company Overview and Strategy
Presented By:
Rob Painter, Chief Executive Officer

© 2022 Trimble, Inc - All Rights Reserved - Confidential and Proprietary Information
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We are purpose driven
● Enabling our customers to do their life’s work, better
● Delivering compelling customer outcomes:
better, faster, safer, cheaper, greener

Investment
highlights
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We serve attractive markets
● Serving $64B addressable global market
- underserved and underpenetrated
● Focusing on industries undergoing rapid digitization with secular growth characteristics
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We have a differentiated strategy
● Leveraging the breadth and depth of Trimble technology with
our unique ability to connect the physical and digital worlds

● Connecting workflows across industry lifecycles and mixed
fleets to deliver better outcomes
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5. Compelling business model

We have the right team
● Building and nurturing a world class culture

Investment
highlights

● Executing our Connect & Scale strategy with
disciplined capital allocation
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We have a resilient and compelling
business model
● Growth potential in the form of market growth +
penetration + cross-sell + upsell + bundling value
● Focusing on asset-light, and increasingly recurring
revenue business models that drive platform value
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We serve industries that improve how we live, eat and move
for a better quality of life and a better world
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Construction

Geospatial

Transportation

Agriculture

Building tomorrow’s
infrastructure

Building a digital model of
the earth

Delivering the goods
of commerce

Enabling a safe and
reliable food supply
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Delivering industry transformation - better, faster, safer,
cheaper…

$1.6

(1)

Trillion

9

15

(2)

Billion Acres

20

(3)

Minutes

69%

(4)

More Calories

Construction

Geospatial

Transportation

Agriculture

The difference in productivity
between construction and other
industries is $1.6T

Our world contains 15B acres of
habitable land that gets mapped
for improvements, again and
again

If the world could give drivers 20
more minutes of productivity
back, we would eliminate the
driver shortage

A 69% increase in food calories is
required to feed the world’s 9.6
billion people by 2050

This is the GDP of Canada

Supporting global infrastructure
developments

Helping to solve for the major
supply chain obstacles we face
today

And, this needs to be done more
sustainably with more efficient
land and water use

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Source: McKinsey
Source: Ourworldindata.org
Source: MIT
Source: World Resources Institute.
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…and greener

80/30
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40/1

(2)

90/5

(3)

MMtCO2e/% efficiency
gains per year

MMtCO2e/% efficiency
gains per year

MMtCO2e/% efficiency
gains per year

Fewer passes on
construction site
yields reduced
machine time

Helping to minimize
scrap, rework, and
resource waste

Improved capacity
utilization & route
optimization reduces
fuel use

Construction
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(1)

Geospatial

Sources: Caterpillar Malaga Study, Skanska, Reykjavik University, Anthesis, Trimble internal analysis
Source: McKinsey Construction Decarbonization, Trimble internal analysis
Sources: Vnomics, IEA Tracking Transport, Statista, Trimble internal analysis
Sources: AEM, Reuters, FAO, World Bank, WEF, USTrust, Sustainability, Trimble internal analysis

Transportation

40/15

(4)

MMtCO2e/% efficiency
gains per year

Most efficient field
navigation and
disbursement of
agricultural inputs

Agriculture
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We have set ambitious carbon reduction goals for ourselves in
line with the Paris Agreement and a net-zero future by 2050
SCIENCE BASED TARGETS:

Transforming the Way We Work
SCIENCEBASEDTARGETS.ORG

2030 + BEYOND
2030
2026
2025
2022
2021

Trimble solutions continue to support our customers
to achieve their own climate goals
50% reduction of absolute Scope 1, 2, and 3* emissions

* Scope 3 emissions: includes emissions from fuel and energy related activities, business travel, and upstream transportation and distribution.

70% of Trimble suppliers** have Science Based Targets
** 70% of Trimble's suppliers by emissions covering purchased goods and services and capital goods

Trimble sources 100% renewable electricity
Trimble receives approval of its targets from the Science Based Targets Initiative
Trimble establishes Science Based Targets

Note: Under proposed SEC rules, there will be additional disclosure and third party certification with respect to greenhouse gas emissions targets disclosed on this slide.
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The $64B of addressable markets we serve represents

large, global, underserved and underpenetrated markets with secular growth tailwinds

Buildings &
Infrastructure

Addressable market

$30B

Penetration %

<40%

Geospatial

+

$3B

<66%

Transportation

+

$11B

<50%

Resources &
Utilities

+

$20B

<25%

=

$64B

<33%

Addressable market refers to the total potential market size for technology, and consists of those users that have the potential to be addressed by Trimble and its competitors. Addressable market is based on internal estimates.
Penetration refers to the current market penetration of technology, and represents Trimble revenue + competitor revenue as a percent of the addressable market. Penetration is based on internal estimates.
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We leverage our technology stack across Trimble,

Digital

which enables us to competitively differentiate at the intersection of the
physical and digital worlds

Attributes:
Modeling

Geometry:
Positioning and Sensing

2000 - present

1978 - present

Customer outcomes:
Analytics and Optimization
2020 - present
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Physical
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The breadth and depth of Trimble’s reach into served markets
provides the basis for a unique strategy to transform the way the world works
● >$1 trillion of capital funding managed with our technology
● >$500 billion of construction project value managed through our ERP
Construction

● Majority of ENR 400 as customers
● 15 billion acres of habitable (physical) land on earth that gets digitized
● Hundreds of thousands of instruments in the field

Geospatial

● >90% of top 200 trucking companies in North America
● >30% of capacity in North America moves through our solutions
Transportation

● Managing millions of vehicles and assets
● >180 million acres of farm
● >400,000 displays in the field

Agriculture
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● >145,000 users of our correction services
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Connect & Scale is our customer-driven strategy to unlock
the growth potential of Trimble
Workflows
Data /
Models

Connect

●

Lifecycles

●

Workflows

●

Solutions

●

Data

Products &
Services
GTM
Partner
Ecosystem

Industry
GTM

User
Platform
Experience
Developer
Ecosystem
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Tech
Partner
Ecosystem

Scale

●

Systems

●

Processes

●

Structure

●

Culture
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Connect & Scale transforms how we do business and deliver
breakthrough customer value
Past
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Product strategy

Point solution
Trimble HW or SW

Customer value
delivery

Task optimization
“Book & burn”

Present

Solution Bundles
Trimble HW and SW

Future

XaaS

Ecosystem
Trimble & Partners
Systems
optimization
“Customer success”
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Connect & Scale transforms how we do business and deliver
breakthrough customer value
Past

Present

Product strategy

Point solution
Trimble HW or SW

Customer value
delivery

Task optimization
“Book & burn”

Solution Bundles
Trimble HW and SW

XaaS

Where

What

What

Where

What

^N

Why
Why

Why

Go to market

Divisional

Division
+Company

Division
+Company
+Partner

Business model

Perpetual

Recurring revenue

Recurring
+Usage-based

Enabling systems
and processes
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Ecosystem
Trimble & Partners
Systems
optimization
“Customer success”

Where

Technology stack

Future

Diverse

Unified and
automated
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We are in the early innings of our Connect & Scale journey,
with proof points and early learnings calibrating and confirming our path
2022

Product strategy

Trimble Construction One
● Contractor experience
● N. America focused

Solution Bundles
Trimble
HW and SW

Enabling systems
and processes

% of revenue
flowing through
digital systems
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France & Benelux
direct selling
● Digitally enabled construction
software selling

2%

2023

2025

Trimble Construction One
● Architect & Engineering
experience
● Owner experience
● Civil experience

Trimble Transportation One

North America direct selling
● Digitally enabled construction
software selling

Global direct selling
● Direct selling motions digitally
enabled for all direct selling
motions

Trimble Agriculture One

Global indirect selling
● Channel partner selling
motions digitally enabled

90%
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We are in the early innings of our Connect & Scale journey,
with proof points and early learnings calibrating and confirming our path
2022

Product strategy

2023

Trimble Construction One
● Contractor experience
● N. America focused

Solution Bundles
Trimble
HW and SW

Trimble Construction One
● Architect & Engineering
experience
● Owner experience
● Civil experience

Proof points - Internal value
● Increase win rate
● Higher ACV bookings
● Decrease sales cycle

Enabling systems
and processes

% of revenue
flowing through
digital systems

France & Benelux
direct selling
● Digitally enabled construction
software selling

Trimble Transportation One

Trimble Agriculture One

Proof points - Customer value
● “Best of suite”
● Easier access to portfolio
● Digital transformation

North America direct selling
● Digitally enabled construction
software selling

Global direct selling
● Direct selling motions digitally
enabled for all direct selling
motions

2%

Global indirect selling
● Channel partner selling
motions digitally enabled

90%
Proof points - Internal value
● Sales rep efficiency
● Reduce order fulfillment time
● Customer 360
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2025

Proof points - Customer value
● Single contract
● Single invoice
● One customer success team
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Customers are validating and embracing
the direction of Connect & Scale

Customers want to know how to improve efficiency”… “I
hate to see a larger customer with multiple brands log into
14 different sites to get an update on their vehicles. You
have to embrace digital and how we transmit info back
and forth to make the customer’s efficiency improve
tremendously…”

Trimble Ag software has allowed us to better manage the data
and information from hundreds of our customers to make
more informed decisions around input use. This has resulted in
better crop management and yields for our growers. As we
look forward we are excited to start integrating the Trimble Ag
displays into our ecosystem.”

– Brian Mulshine, Navistar (Connected Maintenance Partner)

– Estuardo Jara Disagro - Director of Corporate Marketing

From identifying all of the current offerings of Trimble
Construction One to getting the right people involved in
the conversation and finding solutions that work for our
business, the process was seamless and very
effortless.”

With the e-Builder and Cityworks integration, we can now have
cross departmental workflows for our construction projects
and our users don’t need to go into two different systems to
access the information they need to do their respective jobs.”

– DILFO HVAC Services
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– City of Raleigh, North Carolina
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Our go to market strategy is evolving to provide customers a
unified customer experience while optimizing global reach
Point products -> Subscription bundles

Division
1

Division
2

Division
3

Unified Platform Customer Experience

Division
4

Industry offers/services

Ecosystem, partner value-add (develop, deliver, manage)

Field
Sales

Online,
XaaS

Distribution.
Partners

Trimble Customer Agreement
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OEMs
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Our Executive Team possesses over 190 years of combined
software, hardware and digital transformation experience
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CFO

Transportation

Autonomy

Owner & Public Sector

Strategy

Legal

Construction Software

David
Barnes

Ron
Bisio

Patricia
Boothe

Cyndee
Hoagland

Chris
Keating

James
Kirkland

Manolis
Kotzabasakis

Speaker

Speaker

Operations

Civil Construction

Platform & Innovation

Natural Resources

People

CEO

Digital

Leah
Lambertson

Peter
Large

Jennifer
Lin

Darryl
Matthews

Jaime
Niesen

Rob
Painter

Mark
Schwartz

Speaker

Speaker

Speaker

Speaker

Speaker
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We differentiate by creating and fostering a connected culture
Leading Culture

High Engagement

Cultivating Ownership, Wellbeing & Community

Employee Engagement
(top ~25% of companies)

Top
Quartile

4 out 5 employees
recommend Trimble as
a great place to work!
Career Connections

22%

46%

internal mobility diverse hires
Trimble in Numbers

45+ Languages spoken

30% of employees reside in Europe

150+ Countries where

49% of employees reside in North

125+ Countries with sales and

17% of employees reside in Asia-Pacific

customers utilize our technology
support networks
23

America

Ownership
Expanded annual equity participation below
executive level by 60%

~40% of
employees
own
Trimble stock

Wellbeing
Our global, mobile-first total wellbeing
platform has active participation
from over 25% of Trimble employees
Community
Global Coffee Club launched; designed to
reduce feelings of isolation in hybrid
$20M Infusion in Trimble Foundation Fund
Trimble Foundation embodies our purpose to serve community and society in
powerful ways, including:
●
●
●
●

Disaster & Climate Resilience
Female Education & Empowerment
Advancing Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
Local Giving
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We embrace our roles as capital allocators with a proven, long-term
track record of execution and value creation - both organically and inorganically
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Since 2020,

we have established a strong foundation for our strategy. We are focused on continued ARR
growth, margin progression, and cash flow as financial KPIs.

Our Foundation - progress along our Connect & Scale journey
Strategy
● Established industry
cloud vision

● Hired Chief Platform
Officer

● Announced Microsoft
partnership

● Appointed Chief Digital
Officer

● Divested 11 non-core
businesses

● Organized leadership
around industry segments

● Acquired Agile Assets &
Bilberry

● Established one Trimble
autonomy development
team

● Trimble Ventures
● Established SBTis
● Launched bundled
offerings (e.g. TC1)
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People

● Recognized as top global
company culture

Execution
● Record levels of ARR,
profitability, cash flow and
investment back into the
business
● Digital transformation systems and process
playbooks

● Operational efficiency product consolidations,
dual sourcing, investment
in automation

Key Performance Indicators
Looking forward - building off a
strong foundation
Annualized
Recurring Revenue

$1.51B
(+15% Y/Y Q2’22)

Cash Flow
(FCF:Non-GAAP net
income)

1.04X
(2021)

EBITDA

25.6%
(2021)

Sustainability

Approved SBTi
targets

